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Abstract
Interconnected systems, such as Web servers, database servers, cloud computing servers etc, are now under
threads from network attackers. As one of most common and aggressive means, Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks
cause serious impact on these computing systems. In this paper, we present a DoS attack detection system that
uses Multivariate Correlation Analysis (MCA) for accurate network traffic characterization by extracting the
geometrical correlations between network traffic features. Our MCA-based DoS attack detection system
employs the principle of anomaly-based detection in attack recognition. This makes our solution capable of
detecting known and unknown DoS attacks effectively by learning the patterns of legitimate network traffic
only. Furthermore, a triangle-area-based technique is proposed to enhance and to speed up the process of MCA.
The effectiveness of our proposed detection system is evaluated using KDD Cup 99 dataset, and the influences
of both non-normalized data and normalized data on the performance of the proposed detection system are
examined. The results show that our system outperforms two other previously developed state-of-the-art
approaches in terms of detection accuracy.

Keywords: Denial-of-Services (Dos), Multivariate Correlation Analysis (MCA), Intrusion Prevention
System.

1. Introduction
IN this paper, we attempt to answer one important question: can we beat DDoS attacks in a cloud
environment? The answer is positive. One essential issue of DDoS attack and defence is resource competition;
if a defender has sufficient resources to counter a DDoS attack, then the attack will be unsuccessful, and vice
versa. Unfortunately, the counterparts of clouds, e.g., the client server and the peer-to-peer computing
platforms, do not have sufficient resources to beat DDoS attacks. However, a cloud infrastructure provider
pools a large amount of resources and makes them easy access in order to handle a rapid increase in service
demands [1]. Therefore, it is almost impossible for aDDoS attack to shut down a cloud. However, individual
cloud customers (referred to as parties hosting their services in a cloud) cannot escape from DDoS attacks
nowadays as they usually do not have the advantage. The good news is that it is highly likely for individual
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cloud customers to win the battle by taking advantage of the unique features of clouds. In this paper, we
explore how to overcome DDoS attacks against individual cloud customers from the resource competition
perspective. Currently, cloud computing has become one of the fastest growing sectors in the IT industry all
over the world.
Cloud computing features a cost-efficient, „„pay-as-you-go‟‟ business model and flexible architectures, such as
SaaS, PaaS and SaaS. A cloud platform can dynamically clone virtual machines in a very quick fashion, e.g.,
duplicating a gigabyte level server within one minute [2]. Despite the promising business model and hype
surrounding cloud computing, security is the major concern for businesses shifting their applications to clouds
[3], [4]. Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) is a major threat to Internet based killer applications for noncloud computing environments, such as independent news web sites, e-business and online games [5]. DDoS
attacks are now carried out by botnets. Resent researches [6] have corrected a long held belief that hackers can
easily compromise as many computers as they want. Due to the anti-virus and anti-malware effort and
software, the number of active bots a bot master can manipulate is constrained to the hundreds or few
thousands level, even though the number of bot footprints may be much larger. In the early work about DDoS
defence, Yau et al. [7] treated DDoS attacks as a resource management problem. Recent researches [8], [9],
[10] have further demonstrated that the essential issue of DDoS attack and defence is a competition for
resources: the winner is the side who possesses more resources in the battle. Different from other computing
platforms, a cloud environment usually has profound resources, full control, and dynamic allocation capability
of resources. As a result, it is not possible to deny the service of a cloud with the scale of current botnets.
However, an individual cloud customer does not have this advantage of surviving a brute force DDoS attack.
Cloud service providers (CPS) usually offer cloud customers two resource provisioning plans: short-term on
demand and long-term reservation. Major cloud providers, such as Amazon EC2 and GoGrid, provide both
plans to their customers [11]. If a customer chooses the first plan, then she will be charged based on what she
uses. This resource business model is vulnerable to an Economic Denial of Sustainability (EDoS) attack [12],
[13]. Moreover, this kind of attack also disturbs the service of clouds who allocate resources based on spot
instance [14], [15]. On the other hand, if a cloud customer takes the reservation plan, she usually makes the
source reservation for the maximum usage of her business. In other words, the reserved resource for her
application is limited. As a result, a threat of DDoS attack remains. As a new business model and computing
platform, cloud related research has attracted a lot of attention. There has been plenty of research done on
cloud, such as economical modelling [16] and resource optimization [17]. However, research on DDoS attack
and defence in a cloud environment is still at an early stage. The available cloud security covers various
aspects, such as attack mitigation strategies against DDoS attacks [18] or EDoS attacks [13] in a cloud
environment, DDoS defence as a cloud service [19], and security architecture against DDoS attacks in cloud
computing [20]. In this paper, we propose a practical dynamic resource allocation mechanism to confront
DDoS attacks that target individual cloud customers. In general, there is one or several access points between a
cloud data center and the Internet. Similar to firewalls, we place our Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) at these
locations to monitor incoming packets. When a cloud hosted server is under a DDoS attack, the proposed
mechanism will automatically and dynamically allocate extra resources from the available cloud resource pool,
and new virtual machines will be cloned based on the image file of the original IPS using the existing clone
technology [21], [22]. All IPSs will work together to filter attack packets out, and guarantee the quality of
service (QoS) for benign users at the same time. When the volume of DDoS attack packets decreases, our
mitigation system will automatically reduce the number of its IPSs, and release the extra resources back to the
available cloud resource pool. As aforementioned, the essential issue to defeat a DDoS attack is to allocate
sufficient resources to mitigate attacks no matter how efficient our detection and filtering algorithms are. In
order to estimate our resource demands and QoS for benign users in a DDoS battle, we employ queueing
theory to undertake performance evaluation due to its extensive deployment in could performance analysis,
such as in [23], [24], [25]. It should be noted that our goal for this paper is to explore the possibility of
defeating DDoS attacks in a cloud environment from a technical and resource competition point of view. We
therefore do not involve specific DDoS detection methods, and do not involve too many business issues which
may be caused by our mitigation proposal. With the proposed system in place, we believe most DDoS attacks
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can be defeated, if not all attacks. This will make cloud customers more confident in shifting their businesses
to cloud platforms. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: . We point out that DDoS
attacks do threaten individual cloud customers. However, by taking advantage of the cloud platform, we can
overcome DDoS attacks, which is difficult to achieve for non-cloud platforms. To the best of our knowledge,
this paper is an early feasible work on defeating DDoS attacks in a cloud environment.
We propose a dynamic resource allocation mechanism to automatically coordinate the available resources of a
cloud to mitigate DDoS attacks on individual cloud customers. The proposed method benefits from the
dynamic resource allocation feature of cloud platforms, and is easy to implement. . We establish a queueing
theory based model to estimate the resource allocation against various attack strengths. Real-world data set
based analysis and experiments help us to conclude that it is possible to defeat DDoS attacks in a cloud
environment with affordable costs.

2. Implementation of DDos
2.1 DDos
Denial of service (DoS) attacks has become a major threat to current computer networks. Early DoS attacks
were technical games played among underground attackers. For example, an attacker might want to get control
of an IRC channel via performing DoS attacks against the channel owner. Attackers could get recognition in
the underground community via taking down popular web sites. Because easy-to-use DoS tools, such as Trinoo
(Dittrich 1999), can be easily downloaded from the Internet, normal computer users can become DoS attackers
as well. They sometime co-ordinately expressed their views via launching DoS attacks against organizations
whose policies they disagreed with. DoS attacks also appeared in illegal actions. Companies might use DoS
attacks to knock off their competitors in the market. Extortion via DoS attacks were on rise in the past years
(Pappalardo et al. 2005). Attackers threatened online businesses with DoS attacks and requested payments for
protection. Known DoS attacks in the Internet generally conquer the target by exhausting its resources, that can
be anything related to network computing and service performance, such as link bandwidth, TCP connection
buffers, application/service buffer, CPU cycles, etc. Individual attackers can also exploit vulnerability, break
into target servers, and then bring down services. Because it is difficult for attackers to overload the target‟s
resource from a single computer, many recent DoS attacks were launched via a large number of distributed
attacking hosts in the Internet. These attacks are called distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks. In a DDoS
attack, because the aggregation of the attacking traffic can be tremendous compared to the victim's resource,
the attack can force the victim to significantly downgrade its service performance or even stop delivering any
service. Compared with conventional DoS attacks that could be addressed by better securing service systems or
prohibiting unauthorized remote or local access, DDoS attacks are more complex and harder to prevent. Since
many unwitting hosts are involved in DDoS attacks, it is challenging to distinguish the attacking hosts and take
reaction against them. In recent years, DDoS attacks have increased in frequency, sophistication and severity
due to the fact that computer vulnerabilities are increasing fast, which enable attackers to break into and install
various attacking tools in many computers. Wireless networks also suffer from DoS attacks because mobile
nodes (such as laptops, cell phones, etc.) share the same physical media for transmitting and receiving signals;
and mobile computing resources (such as bandwidth, CPU and power) are usually more constrained than those
available to wired nodes. In a wireless network, a single attacker can easily forge, modify or inject packets to
disrupt connections between legitimate mobile nodes and cause DoS effects. In this article, we will provide an
overview on existing DoS attacks and major defence.
In normalization module, basic features are generated from ingress network traffic to the internal network
where protected servers reside in and are used to form traffic records for a well-defined time interval.
Monitoring and analyzing at the destination network reduce the overhead of detecting malicious activities by
concentrating only on relevant inbound traffic. This also enables our detector to provide protection which is the
best fit for the targeted internal network because legitimate traffic profiles used by the detectors are developed
for a smaller number of network services.
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In this Multivariate Correlation Analysis, in which the “Triangle Area Map Generation” module is applied to
extract the correlations between two distinct features within each traffic record coming from the first step or
the traffic record normalized by the “Feature Normalization” module in this step. The occurrence of network
intrusions cause changes to these correlations so that the changes can be used as indicators to identify the
intrusive activities. All the extracted correlations, namely triangle areas stored in Triangle Area Maps (TAMs),
are then used to replace the original basic features or the normalized features to represent the traffic records.
This provides higher discriminative information to differentiate between legitimate and illegitimate traffic
records.
In decision making module, the anomaly-based detection mechanism is adopted in Decision Making. It
facilitates the detection of any DoS attacks without requiring any attack relevant knowledge. Furthermore, the
labour-intensive attack analysis and the frequent update of the attack signature database in the case of misusebased detection are avoided. Meanwhile, the mechanism enhances the robustness of the proposed detectors and
makes them harder to be evaded because attackers need to generate attacks that match the normal traffic
profiles built by a specific detection algorithm. This, however, is a labour-intensive task and requires expertise
in the targeted detection algorithm. Specifically, two phases (i.e., the “Training Phase” and the “Test Phase”)
are involved in Decision Making. The “Normal Profile Generation” module is operated in the “Training Phase”
to generate profiles for various types of legitimate traffic records, and the generated normal profiles are stored
in a database. The “Tested Profile Generation” module is used in the “Test Phase” to build profiles for
individual observed traffic records. Then, the tested profiles are handed over to the “Attack Detection” module,
which compares the individual tested profiles with the respective stored normal profiles. A threshold-based
classifier is employed in the “Attack Detection” module to distinguish DoS attacks from legitimate traffic.
During the evaluation, the 10 percent labelled data of KDD Cup 99 dataset is used, where three types of
legitimate traffic (TCP, UDP and ICMP traffic) and six different types of DoS attacks (Teardrop, Smurf, Pod,
Neptune, Land and Back attacks) are available. All of these records are first filtered and then are further
grouped into seven clusters according to their labels. We show the evaluation results in graph.

3. Conclusions
This paper has presented a MCA-based DoS attack detection system which is powered by the triangle-area
based MCA technique and the anomaly-based detection technique. The former technique extracts the
geometrical correlations hidden in individual pairs of two distinct features within each network traffic record,
and offers more accurate characterization for network traffic behaviours. The latter technique facilitates our
system to be able to distinguish both known and unknown DoS attacks from legitimate network traffic.
Evaluation has been conducted using KDD Cup 99 dataset to verify the effectiveness and performance of the
proposed DoS attack detection system. The influence of original (non-normalized) and normalized data has
been studied in the paper. The results have revealed that when working with non-normalized data, our
detection system achieves maximum 95.20% detection accuracy although it does not work well in identifying
Land, Neptune and Teardrop attack records. The problem, however, can be solved by utilizing statistical
normalization technique to eliminate the bias from the data. The results of evaluating with the normalized data
have shown a more encouraging detection accuracy of 99.95% and nearly 100.00% DRs for the various DoS
attacks. Besides, the comparison result has proven that our detection system outperforms two state-of-the-art
approaches in terms of detection accuracy. Moreover, the computational complexity and the time cost of the
proposed detection system have been analyzed.
The proposed system achieves equal or better performance in comparison with the two state-of-the-art
approaches. To be part of the future work, we will further test our DoS attack detection system using real world
data and employ more sophisticated classification techniques to further alleviate the false positive rate.
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